Scrubby measures 3¾" wide x 5" long
(9.5 x 12.5 cm).

Notes

1. Tunisian crochet is worked with one
side facing at all times; do not turn at
the end of a row. Each row consists of
a forward pass and a reverse pass.
2. Always skip the first vertical bar when
working the Forward Pass. Insert
the hook into the 2nd vertical bar
at the beginning of the row. In last
stitch, always work from front to back
through 2 vertical strands.
3. If you hold the hook in your right
hand, you will work the forward pass,
picking up loops, from right to left.
And you will work the return pass,
working off loops, from left to right.
If you hold the hook in your left hand,
work the forward and return passes in
the opposite directions.

LW5759

crochet
Designed by Darla J. Fanton

What you will need:
RED HEART® Scrubby
Smoothie™: 1 ball 2154 Zesty
Stripes A
RED HEART® Scrubby
Cotton™: 1 ball 7275 Coral B
Susan Bates® Double End
Crochet Hook: 5mm [US H-8]

Special Stitches

Susan Bates® Crochet Hook:
4mm [US G-6]
Yarn needle
GAUGE: 13 Tps = 3" (7.5 cm);
18 rows = 4" (10 cm) with A
and Tunisian hook. CHECK
YOUR GAUGE. Use any size
hook to obtain the gauge.

BUY YARN
RED HEART®
Scrubby
Smoothie™, Art.
E867 available in
solid 3.5 oz (100 g), 153 yd
(140 m), and print 3.0 oz (85
g) 131 yds (120 m) balls

BUY YARN
RED HEART®
Scrubby Cotton™,
Art. E854 available
in solid color 3.5 oz (100 g)
145 yd (133 m), prints 3 oz (85
g) 121 yd (110 m) balls

Tunisian Two-Texture
Scrubby
Here's a Scrubby that does double duty!
One side is Scrubby Smoothie (gentle
cotton) and the reverse is original
texturedScrubby. The Tunisian crochet
technique is used to make this splitpersonality, two-sided scrubby.

Find more ideas & inspiration: redheart.com
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surface slip st (surface slip stitch) =
With yarn held on underside, insert hook
in indicated stitch, yarn over, pull loop
to right side and through loop on hook.
Tps (Tunisian purl stitch) = Bring yarn
to front, insert hook under next front
vertical bar as if to work Tunisian simple
stitch, bring yarn across front of vertical
bar and to back, yarn over and pull up
a loop.
Tss (Tunisian simple stitch) = Working
from right to left, holding working yarn
behind work, insert hook under next
vertical bar, yarn over and pull up a loop.
Tss2tog (Tunisian simple stitch
decrease) = Working from right to
left, holding working yarn behind work,
insert hook under next 2 vertical bars,
yarn over and pull up a loop.

SCRUBBY

With A and Tunisian hook, ch 17.
Row 1 (wrong side):
Forward Pass: Working in back bars,
insert hook in 2nd ch from hook, yarn
over and pull up a loop, [insert hook in
next ch, yarn over and pull up a loop]
across; leave all loops on hook—17 loops.
Return Pass: Working from left to right,
yarn over and draw through first loop
on hook, *yarn over and draw through 2
loops on hook; repeat from * across—1
loop on hook.
Row 2:
Forward Pass: Tps in each st across to
last st, Tss in last st; leave all loops on
hook.
Return Pass: Repeat Row 1 Return Pass.
Rows 3–20: Repeat Row 2.
Row 21:
Forward Pass: Repeat Row 2 Forward
Pass.
Return Pass: Repeat Row 1 Return Pass
until 2 loops remain on hook; drop A;
with B, yarn over and draw through last
2 loops. Leaving a 2-yd (2m) tail, cut A.
Row 22:
Forward Pass: Tss2tog, Tss in next 11 sts,
Tss2tog, Tss in last st—15 loops.
Return Pass: Repeat Row 1 Return Pass.
Rows 23–38:
Forward Pass: Tss in each st across.
Return Pass: Repeat Row 1 Return Pass.
Bind Off Row: Inserting hook as for Tss,
slip st in each st across. Fasten off.
continued...
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LW5759 Tunisian Rectangle Scrubby

FINISHING

With wrong sides together, fold scrubby
in half at Row 22 and hold with A-side
facing. With standard hook, draw end
tail through to underside of piece.
Optional To minimize weaving in, tuck in
ends between sides.
Joining Row: Working through both
thicknesses of 3 sides and holding tail
under piece throughout, insert hook in
end of row nearest fold and pull up a
loop, surface slip st in ends of rows of
both edges and in sts across bottom
edge, easing to fit as needed. Fasten off.
Weave in ends.

ABBREVIATIONS

A, B = Color A, Color B; ch = chain(s);
st(s) = stitch(es); [ ] = work directions in
brackets the number of times specified.
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